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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Advanced principles of food preparation and service. Emphasis is on classical French cooking
and its foundation for modem styles of cuisine. Students will practice classical and modem
cooking in a variety of dining outlets, employing all standard cooking techniques, producing
various stocks and sauces, butchery and gardemanger.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Practice safe and sanitary food handling procedures.
B. Identify and fabricate various cuts of proteins including meats, poultry and seafood.
C. Define and demonstrate the art of gardemanger.
D. Practice and prepare basic sauces.
E. Produce food for scheduled catered parties.
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F. Prepare and use all basic stocks.
G. Produce and evaluate a variety of soups.
H. Evaluate and practice the theory and processes involved in a variety of cooking

techniques.
I. Demonstrate and apply basic culinary math skills.
J. Introduce and practice management skills for kitchen operations.

K. Identify and use basic kitchen utensils and professional equipment in a safe and
productive manner.

L. Use various knives and hand tools.
M. Identify and produce a variety of starches and vegetables.
N. Manage and plan for bulk production of a variety of entrees.
O. Prepare mise en place for a variety of food service outlets.

V. CONTENTS
A. Safety and Sanitation

1. Kitchen safety
a. Safety policies and procedures
b. Accident prevention techniques and procedures
c. Demonstration of safe lifting techniques
d. Safe use of kitchen equipment/machinery
e. Identification and safe use of knives and tools in Student Tool Kit

2. Sanitation
a. Personal hygiene
b. Sanitation practices, food-temperature safety zones, and storage procedures
c. Daily cleaning of equipment and all work stations

B. Identification and processing of meat cuts
1. Introduction to beef, veal, pork, and lamb
2. Beef, veal, pork and lamb roasts and pot roasts
3. Beef, veal, and pork steaks and chops
4. Beef flank and the London broil
5. Beef and veal chuck roasts, pot roasts, steaks and residual cuts
6. Processing, disjointing, boning and stuffing cuts from chicken
7. Practice the process of filleting and portioning of fin-fish
8. Processing shellfish

C. Introduction to gardemanger
1. Demonstration on ice sculpture
2. Demonstration on fruit carving
3. Production of display pieces for catered events
4. Management and production of incoming orders for catered events
5. Production of hot and cold hors d'oeuvre

D. Sauce preparations and production
1. Utilizing stocks for stock making
2. Making tomato sauces
3. Brown sauces and their derivatives
4. Bechamel sauce and its derivatives
5. Veloute sauce and its derivatives
6. Butter based sauces and their derivatives
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E. Produce a group catering project
1. Accumulating and adjusting recipes
2. Costing of ingredients using basic math skills
3. Procurement of ingredients
4. Pre-preparations
5. Cooking the project
6. Tasting, presenting and evaluating the finished project

F. Prepare and use all basic stocks
1. Brown stocks
2. White stocks
3. Specialty stocks

G. Produce a variety of soups
1. Thin soups

a. Vegetable soups
b. Broths and consomme

2. Thick soups
a. Cream soups
b. Veloute' soups
c. Puree soups

3. Specialty soups and regional/national soups
a. Regional soups
b. National soups
c. Bisques
d. Chowders

H. Cooking techniques
10 Dry Heat cooking techniques

a. Roasting
b. Sauteing
c. Broiling
d. Grilling

2. Dry Heat cooking techniques involving fat
a. Pan Frying
b. Deep Frying

3. Moist Heat cooking techniques
a. Blanching/parboiling
b. Boiling
c. Simmering
d. Poaching

4. Combination cooking techniques
a. Braising
b. Stewing
c. Other cooking techniques

I. Culinary Math
1. Weights and measures and equivalents
2. Costing out a recipe
3. Manipulating a recipe to increase or decrease quantities
4. Food cost analysis
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J. Management structure for a kitchen brigade
1. Student participation in managerial roles
2. Student chef - Executive chef
3. Sous chef
4. Inventories
5. Monitoring of equipment and time/temperature relationships

K. Kitchen equipment and safety sheets
1. Review the use and cleaning of major kitchen equipment
2. Review the use and cleaning of hand equipment and small wares
3. Sign off on safety sheets to document student learning

L. Using knives
1. Identification of kitchen knives

a. Handling and use of knives
b. Develop knife skills and increase speed with repetitive use
c. Use of a honing steel and sharpening stone

2. Vegetable cutting
a. Dicing small, medium and large cuts
b. Slicing/shredding
c. Mincing/chopping
d. Tournee'
e. Asian vegetable cuts

M. Vegetable identification
1. Leafy vegetables
2. Root vegetables
3. Tubers
4. Specialty produce

N. Cooking vegetables
1. Nutritional considerations
2. Color content and pigment reactions to acids/alkalis

o. Starch identification and classification
1. Potatoes and various cooking preparations
2. Preparing and cooking pasta
3. Rice and the ratios of liquid to rice when cooking

a. White rice
b. Brown rice
c. Wild rice
d. Specialty rices

4. Cooking specialty grains and cereals
5. Preparing dumplings

P. Setting up a work station for bulk production
1. Planning the flow of product for bulk production
2. Storage and handling of bulk product
3. Practice cooking in quantity

Q. Prepare Mise en Place for a variety of food service outlets
1. Prep cook station
2. Cold production stations

a. Salads
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b. Sandwiches
3. Line cook station
4. Service line set up
5. Expediting for a fine dining restaurant

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Perform within time limitations the daily tasks related to a given production station

in the kitchen or butchers lab including: Entrees, starches, vegetables, sauces, soups,
ethnic and dietary specials. Use of standard professional kitchen appliances and
tools required for creating food items. Exercise strict portion control, cleaning and
sanitizing of work areas at the end of each class period.

b. Critically evaluate quality of finished food products and deliver them on time.
c. Mathematical exercises for weights and measurements and recipe conversions.
d. Critical thinking for production needs, planning and forecasting for special events

and catered parties.
e. Evaluation of food stores, inventories, organization of storage areas and requisition

of supplies.
2. Out-of-class assignments

a. Readings in textbook, lab manuals and Internet research to be prepared for the next
day's production.

b. Written assignments from the textbook focusing on subject material related to
weekly readings.

c. Conceptual assignments focusing on menu writing, planning and costing.
B. Evaluation

1. Written quizzes, tests, midtenns and a final exam that cover topics such as:
mathematics related to recipe conversions, food costs, cooking methods and how to
choose them, meat cuts and how to cook them, vegetable cooking, starch preparation,
stocks and sauce production.

2. Demonstrated ability to perfonn specific cooking skills such as saute' , roast, broil, grill
etc. as they relate to the ability to produce items such as entrees, soups, vegetables and
starches.

3. Evaluation of foods produced by students in tenns of flavor, appearance, texture and
presentation.

4. Demonstrated ability to handle all equipment in a safe, sanitary and efficient manner at
or above standard industry practices including: slicers, tilt braisers, steam kettles,
pressure steamers, industrial grinders, food processors and convection ovens.

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Wayne Gisslen, Professional Cooking, 7th Edition, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 2009
2. Lab Manuals/Station Manuals for standardized recipes used in the CCSF Kitchens
3. Library Resources in the Alice Statler Library

a. Library Magazines and periodicals such as "Art Culinare",
"Gastronomica","Saveur", "Delicious", and "Pastry Arts & Design".

b. References books such as "Baking and Pastry: Mastering the Art and Craft" by the
Culinary Institiute of America, "How Baking Works" by Paula Figoni, and "On
Food and Cooking" by Harold McGee.
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c. Videos and DVD's on subjects such as Dry Heat cooking methods, Moist Heat
cooking methods, Sauce making and Food Costing.

d. Computer laboratory and related resources such as computer terminals, printers,
DVD player, Internet access to sites such as www.epicurious.com and
www.chowhound.com.

e. Laptop computers and projectors for presentations.
4. Supplemental materials provided by CAHS Program

a. Raw food materials and supplies
b. Cooking tools and equipment
c. Professional kitchen facility, ovens, stoves, mixers, food processors, refrigerators,

freezers etc.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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